Intellectual Property

We actively enforce our intellectual property rights with all content including designs, photographic images, text or use of our trademark BONSNY®. All intellectual property of BONSNY® or its licensors and are protected by copyright laws and treaties around the world.

Copyright.

You may store, print and display the content found on the world wide web solely for your own personal use. You are not permitted to copy, publish, manipulate, or otherwise reproduce, alter in any format, any of the content of our protected works which appears online or any 3rd party sites.

Nor may you use any such content in connection with any business or commercial enterprise.

We work hard to produce a fun brand and product details for our retail customers and constantly strive to continually improve our service.

Trademark and warranty

We currently hold various trademarks around the world inc Europe UK Australia United states and China

If your listing has been removed through the vero programme it means you have infringed on our intellectual property rights. There is information on intellectual property rights on both ebay and .gov sites which is concise and easy to understand. We spend a lot of time having to protect our rights including counterfeit goods around the world so we cannot always reply to any messages sent.

All such rights are reserved by BONSNY® Weveni® and Newei® and its licensors.